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Abstract
This position paper proposes the use of an event-based dynamic
AOP machine as an infrastructure for interactive development of
high performance scientific software. Advice codes in the proposed
approach are similar to mobile agents that execute on distributed
computational nodes. The key ideas underlying this approach are
multi-level separation of parallelisation concerns and event-driven
dynamic join points. The primary aim of the research is to use
the AOP paradigm to improve productivity for scientific software
development; the dynamic AOP machine is also expected to be
further developed as an interactive computational grid.

Categories and Subject Descriptors D.3.4 [Processors]: Run-
time environments

General Terms Run-time environments, Languages

Keywords Aspect-oriented Programming, Virtual Machine, High
Performance Computing, Separation of Concerns

1. Introduction
Scientific software development often involves High Performance
Computing (HPC) because many mathematical problems require
considerable processing power. But performance is not the only re-
quirement; productivity is becoming ever more important as scien-
tific problems become more complex. In [13], there is a discussion
of the characteristics of the High Productivity Computer System
(HPCS) programme, under which it is sought to double produc-
tivity of Peta-flop systems every 18 months. The main target of
the HPCS programme is to reduce the time-to-solution, rather than
focusing only on hardware processing speed. The author suggests
that the real cost for HPC codes consists of both the execution time
and the development time. The execution time obviously relates
to the performance of the executing code, including its parallelisa-
tion, while the development time may involve software engineering
problems.

The work proposed in this paper focuses on applying an event-
based dynamic aspect-oriented approach to reduce development
time for HPC applications that run on distributed memory machines
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(DMMs). A DMM is a group of distributed computers that are con-
nected together via a network in order to form a single computa-
tional resource. During the software development phase, interactiv-
ity is important for developers to gain productivity; fully compiling
the whole program in every development cycle obviously impedes
productivity.

This position paper proposes the concept and structure of a dis-
tributed dynamic aspect machine for scientific software to support
interactive HPC software development with separation of concerns.
The contributions of the proposed work are expected to be as fol-
lows. First, the use of an event-based dynamic approach [20] to
aspect-oriented programming (AOP) [15] during the development
phase may reduce the time to develop HPC programs. Second, the
use of the proposed distributed advice code execution, which has
the same characteristics as a mobile agent computing approach [6],
may dramatically reduce communication overhead for data trans-
fer, because the advice codes, in the form of mobile agents, will
be mainly transferred among processors, rather than the processing
data. It is also expected that the outcome of the proposed research,
in the form of a distributed virtual machine, could be further devel-
oped to build an interactive computational grid for HPC software.

The remainder of the paper is organised as follows. Section 2
discusses related work dealing with parallelisation concerns and
dynamic AOP, including the event-based approach. Section 3 in-
troduces the concept of parallelisation sub-concerns, in particular
Local Master Parallelisation and Remote Worker Parallelisation.
Section 4 proposes the novel dynamic aspect machine for HPC ap-
plications. The paper ends in Section 5 with conclusions and ideas
for future work.

2. Related Work
Two separate topics are pertinent, namely parallelisation concerns
(and their limitations) and dynamic aspect-oriented programming.

2.1 Parallelisation Concerns
The proposed research follows on from the work of Harbulot and
Gurd [7, 8], who have suggested that development of aspects for
separating parallelisation concerns in HPC requires a new kind of
join point model. They propose LoopsAJ, a join point model for
loops, which has been implemented in �
� � [1] and is compatible
with AspectJ’s join point models. In their work, an analysis tech-
nique has been developed for finding loops in Java .class files. This
technique detects back-edges to find appropriate weaving points for
common kinds of advice, namely before, after and around.

The advantages of this technique are that it can be used for anal-
ysis of compiled Java programs and it is compiler-independent.
However, in practice, parallelisation aspects actually occur at



application-level. Application-level aspects are defined as a set of
aspects that are specific for their base code. This kind of aspect is
similar to a hyper slice, as described in [19]. Unlike infrastructure-
level aspects, such as logging, transactional behaviour or security,
parallelisation aspects in the context of the proposed research are
strategies for the algorithms that they are woven into. Characteris-
tics of parallelism over loops in other programming models, such
as OpenMP [3] and HPF [17], suggest that it is necessary to know
the semantics of the variables that are accessed in each loop in
order to convert the loop into the proper parallel form. If there is
insufficient information about these variables, it may be difficult
for the compiler to control the parallel blocks efficiently.

The authors themselves identify several problems that can limit
their approach for processing loops [8]. First, a whole method
analysis may be required in order to identify data dependencies
among variables in loops to ensure that the loop can be made
parallel; such analysis is obviously complex and time-consuming.
A possible solution is to develop a compiler that is able to embed
additional structural information (e.g. block markers), that can be
retrieved via reflection or similar techniques, into the compiled
program for further processing by the machine; this is the approach
that will be taken in the proposed research.

Second, loops in scientific programs often involve a large num-
ber of local variables. The nature of block statements is different
from that of methods, which often have defined fixed arguments;
block statements, such as loops, have no mandatory list of argu-
ments. The approach introduced in [8], that manages some local
variables as the loop’s arguments, may not be flexible enough for
complex HPC programs. For example, Figure 1 shows a parallel
code written using OpenMP directives.1 One can see that three ar-
ray variables are being used in the parallel loop; in a more com-
plex HPC code, a much larger number of local variables might be
expected. Rather than passing these as arguments to the loop, the
contextual programming style introduced in [16] is more appro-
priate for accessing them. Contextual programming utilises Java 5
annotations by assigning values to annotated variables at runtime.
This technique could help the advice code to be more readable be-
cause it is not necessary to declare the potentially large number of
local variables in the argument list of the join point context.

Third, bytecode transformation may change the original seman-
tics of a loop. This problem arises because the weaving process
makes direct modifications to the loop block. The loop modification
techniques that are used in [8] are, for example, moving invariants
out of the loop (in order to expose them in the join point context)
and insertion of advice codes in several places within the loop. It is
difficult to prove that the woven code has the same loop semantics
as the original. The technique proposed here to solve this problem
is event-driven dynamic weaving [20], which is described below
and will be implemented in the proposed work. It is not necessary
for this kind of weaving to modify the base code.

2.2 Dynamic Aspect-Oriented Programming
An AOP system uses a weaving process to compose separated
concerns into the base code. Unfortunately, a static and load-time
weaving process could be a time-consuming task, as it is in As-
pectJ. This weaving time problem is raised by Bockisch et al.
[2], who introduce an approach, called envelope-based weaving, to
make static weaving faster by using envelopes to reduce the num-
ber of potential join point shadows. However, the dynamic aspect
machine will tackle this problem using a different approach.

Dynamic weaving is a weaving process in AOP that allows the
system to redefine aspects at runtime. Current implementations of

1 This fragment of code is from the OpenMP tutorial at
http://www.llnl.gov/computing/tutorials/openMP.
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Figure 1. A simple OpenMP program.

Figure 2. Summary of characteristics of different weaving pro-
cesses.

dynamic weaving are, for example, PROSE [18] and Steamloom
[10, 9]; both are AOP systems for the Java virtual machine (JVM)
execution environment. There are several models for describing the
behaviour of dynamic weaving [4]. The model which will be used
in the proposed research is an event model. As explained in [20],
events will be triggered at join points to invoke the weaver and ex-
ecute advice codes that are matched by pointcut designators during
the execution flow. PROSE [18] is known to support this join point
execution model. This model allows straightforward implementa-
tion for block-level join points which are difficult to weave by a
static weaving process [8]. Figure 2 gives a summary of the char-
acteristics of different weaving processes.

An AOP system that employs the event model for dynamic
weaving has advantages over a static weaving system. A key char-
acteristic of a flexible AOP system is that it allows re-definition and
re-weaving of aspects at any time. The event-based dynamic weav-
ing model offers a dynamic join point based on triggering of events
during the flow of program execution. This means that the weaver



will be invoked by the interpreter using this triggering mechanism,
and then the associated advice will be executed to modify the ex-
ecution of the main program. In an implementation of this event-
based model, the static join point shadow [11], a widely used con-
cept in other weaving implementations [5, 12], is not needed be-
cause no transformations will be applied to the base code.

The machine proposed in this paper extends the event-based
join point approach to encompass distributed computing. Events
will trigger the execution of advice code on both local and remote
machines, as will be described in Section 4.

3. Parallelisation Sub-concerns
Separation of concerns is a key idea to manage software complex-
ity in software engineering. It forces programmers to deal with the
software development concern-by-concern [19]. For example, in
scientific computing, one typically starts by developing a mathe-
matical model, next implementing the model as a computer algo-
rithm, and then improving this to become a parallel code. Such de-
velopment steps follow the concept of separation of concerns as
they tackle the three concerns (mathematics, discretisation and par-
allelisation) one at-a-time.

Using parallelisation concerns that have been explicitly defined
and separated out of the program as aspects is a good starting point
for applying AOP to scientific software development [7, 8]. How-
ever, parallelisation might be more specific than other crosscutting
concerns, such as logging or transaction behaviour, depending on
the base algorithms and the intended machine environment(s). In
other words, parallelisation is a parallelism strategy for this base
algorithm to gain the best performance on a (set of) specific ma-
chine(s).

Parallelisation concerns can be further separated into sub-
concerns. We call this kind of separation multi-level separation
because our studies show that some kinds of concern, such as par-
allel ‘task farming’, contain related sub-concerns inside. The fol-
lowing subsections define two such parallelisation sub-concerns,
namely Local Master Parallelisation (LMP) and Remote Worker
Parallelisation (RWP).

3.1 Local Master Parallelisation
Local Master Parallelisation (LMP) is a sub-concern which exists
only on a master machine in a DMM. The primary tasks of this
sub-concern are as follows. Firstly, the code in LMP may pre-
process data for worker machines. The pre-processing steps in
LMP are, for example, dividing a large array to fit the number of
processors, or initialising data or variables for remote machines.
Secondly, the advice in LMP is responsible for distributing data to
other machines. However, the mechanisms for distribution depend
on the communication layers. For example, the advice may use an
explicit API for sending data to the workers. Thirdly, the advice of
LMP might call !�"�#���$%$�& to perform computing, or !'��"�!�"�#���$%$�&
(parallel proceed) to perform the same task remotely. The definition
of !�"�#���$%$�& and its parallel counterparts will be investigated later.
Next, the advice receives or collects the computation results from
remote machines. These steps also depend on the communication
layer. Finally, post-processing steps might be performed on the
received results; for example, all sub-results may be reduced or
merged into a single array.

3.2 Remote Worker Parallelisation
Remote Worker Parallelisation (RWP) is a sub-concern that exists
on worker machines. RWP is usually responsible for performing
numerical computing tasks. An important characteristic of RWP is
that it can enable nested parallelism, which allows another level
of parallel computing inside the parallel code. For example, the

Figure 3. A sample algorithm and its aspect.

second (�#�"%)�*�"�$,+-#�)�$ in Figure 3 is for performing nested paral-
lel computation. In a heterogeneous HPC environment, some ma-
chines have a single processor, while other machines may contain
multiple processors or multi-core processors. This means that they
need different RWPs to achieve their best performance. Without
AOP, multiple RWP concerns might make the algorithm difficult to
read. More importantly, RWP can be the right solution for scalable
heterogeneous DMMs in that the new RWP code can be easier to
develop for future computing nodes.

Further, separating parallelisation into these two sub-concerns
provides better modularity and it becomes easier to execute their
associated advice codes with different processors. A pseudo code
for an algorithm and its parallelisation aspect, which wraps LMP
( (�#�"%)�*�.%#����%. ) and RWPs ( (�#�"%)�*�"�$,+-#�)�$ ) together, is shown in
Figure 3.

4. Dynamic Aspect Machine
The concept of a dynamic aspect machine is introduced next. A
dynamic aspect machine is a virtual machine that contains special
steps in its fetch-execute cycle for executing programs that use dy-
namic aspects. Normally, a virtual machine executes a program by
fetching a ‘current’ instruction from the program’s image, pointing
the program counter at the ‘next’ instruction and then executing
the ‘current’ instruction. To work with this normal machine, static
weaving mechanisms have traditionally been employed to insert
advice codes into the base program [14, 12, 18, 10]. However, it is
not necessary for advice code to be woven into the base code. The
advice can instead be stored in a separated address space and, as
long as it is able to execute correctly from there, a physical weav-
ing process can be avoided. The associated execution mechanism
might use an external referencing table to jump between the ad-
dress spaces of the base program and its advice codes when events
occur. This kind of execution model for AOP has been described in



[20, 4]. However, a new kind of machine is needed to support this
model by adding extra steps into the machine’s execution cycle.

The main advantage of storing advice codes in a separate space
is that it is not necessary to perform physical insertion of these
advice codes into the base program. So, several steps of bytecode
transformation, which are significant parts of the static weaving
process, can be eliminated. The advice code references can be kept
as an external table, which, for example, store offsets of join points
in the base program together with their associated advice addresses.
Context information for the advice is assumed to be available on the
operand stack.

It is our view that high productivity, interactive development of
complex systems, such as HPC codes, requires the separation of
concerns techniques of AOP together with an event-based dynamic
weaving model. This model has a number of important characteris-
tics. First, it is a general join point model for sequences of instruc-
tions; its event-driven nature can be applied to all kinds of state-
ment, including loops and conditions. Second, the base code does
not need to be transformed. This technique solves the problem that
bytecode insertion might change the original semantics of the base
code, especially for fine-grained statements. Third, this model fully
supports separate execution of the advice code on one or more dif-
ferent machines.

4.1 Sequential Behaviour
The dynamic aspect machine operates by means of interception
at a block join point. The definition of block in this context is
similar to that of Java’s synchronisation block; interception occurs
at the entry and exit points to and from the block. The block join
points are defined using entries in the transparent join point table.
This model differs from Java’s synchronisation block in that our
approach does not need specific ‘marker’ instructions (e.g. JVM’s/'0
1%2 3
4�0
1 5%2�4�5%1

and
/'0
1%2 3
4�0
1 5�6'3
4

) in the base program; this
implies that no change will be made to the program. The main
purpose of the block join point model is to generalise the LoopsAJ
join point model for loops [8] by adapting it to be event-driven.

Figure 4 shows how the block join point works with around ad-
vice code. The two black bars indicate that an event will be trig-
gered at these points when (a) entering and (b) exiting the cur-
rent block. At (1), the virtual machine fetches an advice instruction
whose offset has been stored in the transparent join point table.
This triggers the start of the dynamic weaving process. The ma-
chine pushes the current program counter (PC) onto the call stack.
The before code is then executed using the same evaluation context
as the base code. At (2), the !�"�#���$%$�& instruction has been reached.
The current advice is stored onto the advice stack. The machine
then switches back to the base code; the base code’s PC is popped
from the call stack and the program continues. If there is a jump to
outside the block’s region (PC 7 block entry or PC 8 maximum
block exit), the virtual machine raises a runtime error. At (3), the
machine reaches the instruction at the block exit and the PC is again
pushed onto the call stack. The advice is popped from the advice
stack and the machine then switches again to perform the advice
code in the after region, starting from the advice’s PC. Finally, at
(4), the machine reaches the end of the after region and then returns
to the base program at the end of the block.

4.2 Distributed Execution
As mentioned earlier, the advice can be executed in a distributed
fashion. A distributed dynamic aspect machine consists of multi-
ple advice execution units (AEUs) that are connected together us-
ing their own protocols. Each AEU is a processing unit which is
responsible for executing advice codes that are triggered by dy-
namic join point events. The master machine contains a local AEU
(LAEU), while worker machines contain remote AEUs (RAEUs).

Figure 4. Behaviour of block join points.

Figure 5. Sequence diagram showing the execution of a program
in the distributed dynamic aspect machine.

An RAEU is a special case of an AEU which entails network com-
munication. An RAEU receives the remote advice blocks, then it
will be waiting for program fragments to-be-executed and associ-
ated data from the master machine.

For distributed execution, the basic execution steps from Sec-
tion 4.1 need to be extended. The key actors are (1) the main thread,
for executing the base program or algorithm, (2) the LAEU, for ex-
ecuting the advice codes for the LMP concerns, and (3) the RAEUs,
for executing the advice codes for the RWP concerns. Figure 5
shows the execution steps in the proposed distributed machine.
When the base program reaches a join point, it triggers the exe-
cution of all AEUs. At this point, the associated advice codes for
each concern will be transferred to the appropriate AEUs. For ex-
ample, from the pseudo code shown in Figure 3, the advice code
(�#�"%)�*�.%#����%. will be sent to the LAEU, while the advice codes
(�#�"%)�*�"�$,+-#�)�$ will be sent to different RAEUs, according to their
�,!%9 pointcuts. After that, the appropriate base code will be sent to
each AEU for use when the !�"�#���$%$�& instruction is encountered.
Computational results can be returned from the RAEUs to be col-
lected by the LAEU for a post-processing step. The final result will
be returned to the main thread, which then continues by executing
the next instruction.

Advice codes that are executed by RAEUs share some of the
properties of mobile agents [6]. From the mobile agent point-of-
view, each advice code will be serialized from the master machine
in the form of a streaming JVM .class file. After receiving this
advice code, an RAEU will instantiate and run it. When its task for
this node finishes, the RAEU will serialize the advice code again
with its current state and further migrate it to another AEU until
the whole task is completed.



Figure 6. A possible way to further separate synchronisation con-
cerns.

5. Conclusions and Future Work
This paper proposes a preliminary architecture for a distributed
dynamic aspect machine that can aid high productivity, interactive,
scientific software development. The machine has been specifically
designed to cope with multi-level parallelisation concerns. The
proposed machine is similar to the mobile agent computing model
and is implemented using AEUs. Using this approach, it would also
be possible to develop an interactive computational grid based on
the proposed distributed dynamic aspect machine.

Figure 6 shows one possible way for further separating syn-
chronisation concerns from an existing parallelisation aspect. Af-
ter separating parallelisation concerns from the algorithm, one can
see that synchronisation still cuts across a number of parallelisation
concerns. An open question for multi-level separation of concerns
in HPC and scientific software is whether synchronisation concerns
should be separated out of the LMP and RWP sub-concerns. If yes,
how should they be properly described? Is it possible to have an-
other kind of structure to better describe synchronisation?
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